Abstract: This article uses a historical perspective to describe the development of the profession through three ages: Brass, Beige, and Glass.
the internet from a military/academic project to a public utility in the 1990s. These developments increased opportunities for technical communicators to the extent that I call it the Beige Age of technical communication, in recollection of the color of the computers of of the era. Technical communicators in this era made a good living as they sat before beige boxes and wrote thick manuals on how to operate beige boxes.
However, the Beige Age boom in professional technical communication also shows signs of flagging. Understanding why will require reconsidering some familiar conceptions. David Dobrin (1983) famously claimed that "technical writing is writing that accommodates technology to users." But it would be more accurate to say that technical writing accommodates users to technology. Technical documentation does not typically change the machine (whether hardware, software, or system); it changes user behavior to make interactions with the machine more successful in terms of the machine. The immediate goal of user documentation is to teach users how to make the machine work as its designers
intended (not necessarily as the users desire). If the machine itself is deficient, technical communication is
Golden Age 9 powerless to fix it. For instance, if performing a particular operation requires pushing five buttons in a complex sequence, technical documentation can tell users which buttons to push in which order. But documentation cannot provide a sixth macro button that automatically pushes the other five -that's typically the province of engineering. All technical communication can do is to patch over the rough spots of user-machine interaction by directing the user's fulfillment of the complex process; it typically can't make the process less complex. The closest we can get is to point out the problem to engineers, and in the meantime to turn the user into the macro button, through training and instructions that regularize and mechanize his or her actions. In this sense, technical documentation could be described as a user interface to the machine -or more accurately, a user interface to the user interface, telling users which buttons to push and when.
But what if the buttons themselves told users when to push them? If devices were better designed, if the primary user interface were more elegant, easier to use, and provided more affordances to the user's needs, situation, and even body, then documentation would be less necessary. That's exactly what we have seen in recent years, as design and usability have become watchwords in the computer industry (and any industry that uses computers). Although it might not always seem so, computers and other electronic devices have become easier to use. Most users old enough would readily agree that learning to use a smartphone is easier than learning DOS or Unix. Many interfaces now are simply better designed than they used to be; technologies are already better accommodated to users, without the intervention of technical documentation. Hardware and software designers have increasingly built information and guidance into the interface itself, making the thick manuals once written by professional technical writers a quaint anachronism. At best technical documentation is a stopgap, a cheap way to control user-machine interaction -cheaper, anyway, than redesigning the machine. But if the machine already explains itself, then documentation is simply redundant. Hammers never come with manuals.
Just as computers are better accommodated to users, users are better accommodated to computers.
People using consumer and business electronic technologies have by now more or less learned the conventions interface designers have implemented as extensions of human activities and gestures. Apple
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and Microsoft successfully integrated the desktop metaphor into our consciousness in the 1980s, building on our familiarity with physical desktops and vertical file drawers (which were themselves technological innovations from the previous century). In the past 5 or 6 years, Apple, Microsoft, and Google have successfully extended natural human physical gestures -pointing, touching, caressing -to interact with information through smartphone and tablet interfaces, to the point that swiping a screen has become a wilful yet largely unconscious action, like pushing up your eyeglasses or walking across the room.
Essentially, we have integrated ourselves into this technology, and technology into ourselves; machines are prosthetic extensions of our bodies and self-conceptions, and we are prosthetic extensions of machines. It is scarcely controversial now to say that that we are all cyborgs, in the manner described most famously by Donna Haraway (1985) and more recently by Andy Clark (2004) . In terms of the technology we call technical communication, we are the prosthetic hands that enact the actions described in procedural texts, while those texts are our prosthetic brains, allowing us to shut down our own mentality and simply follow the steps that technical writers strive to lay out so cleary for us. (Don't Make Me Think, as Steve Krug [2005] so adroitly put it.) The same pattern continues when procedural information is embodied in the technological interface itself: "Eat Me," said the cake to Alice -and she ate it.
The Glass Age: Technical Communication and the Network
More profoundly, the computers that pervade our lives are less important today in themselves than the network to which these prosthetic appliances gives us access. We might therefore call this recent years the Glass Age of technical communication, both because of the fiberglass/fiberoptic network we rely upon to share technical information, and because of the resulting dependence upon the global database we view through the "window" screens of computers, tablets, smart phones, and even Google glass. The particular interface is simultaneously essential and insignificant. We recognize its presence only when we experience its loss, which we feel as mournfully as we might the loss of a limb, an eye, or one of our senses.
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The essential concept of the Glass Age is the separation of form and content. This concept has significant implications for technical communication because of its assumption (indeed requirement) that disembodied content can be stored in a database, then readily and effectively ported through the network into a variety of embodiments (formats, media, and actual human bodies).
This concept clashes with a cherished older tradition in technical communication. As expressed by Elizabeth Overman Smith, the work of a professional technical communicator is "document design This vision of the profession is attractive, even noble. But the separation of form and content has unfortunately also separated many professional technical writers from this traditional role. They no longer design an integrated document in which they strategically apply visual and lexical rhetoric to solve human problems. Instead, the work of a professional technical writer has increasingly devolved into a more mundane task: pounding out fragmented chunks of prose that will be assembled by a system designed by someone else. This movement towards separating content writing from strategic information development or document design makes technical writing of this type look less like a profession and more like a modulardisassociated, relatively mechanical activity -just like any part of the machine.
Dave Clark (2007) commented on how challenging this movement must be for scholars such as Charles Kostelnick and Karen Schriver, who have argued (as have I) for an integrated approach to designing the whole document (AUTHOR 2008) . Clark ultimately argues that we should not worry about the separation of form and content, because from classical rhetoric on we have always thought that what was said is different from how it was said. However, in employment terms, separating form and content encourages companies to separate document production between one smallish group of people paid well to think strategically about design, rhetoric, visualization, presentation, information architecture, Golden Age 12 technology, and usability, and another much larger, less-well-paid group of people who write fragmented paragraphs that they save to a database, never knowing exactly where or how they will be used.
Anticipating this scenario, Johndan Johnson-Eilola argued that technical writers must raise themselves to be recognized as "symbolic/analytic workers" (Johnson-Eilola, 1996 , 2005 . This argument implies that technical writers should take up more strategic roles such as experts in information architecture, user experience, and usability -joining the elevated small group of designers, rather than the larger group of content developers. Yet the shift to symbolic analytic work creates a divide as much as an opportunity. The fact is that this pull-yourself-up-by-your-bootstraps solution involves some significant challenges. The very construct itself implies that some people can make this leap to a higher priesthood of practice, but others cannot; somebody has to remain below as part of the content machine, while symbolic analysts plan its work. The work already completed in this vein is impressive, but the possibilities are endless for using a technical communication framework to understand how people communicate about and through technology in every aspect of their lives -not just at work, but at home, at play, in their communities, and in their families.
In this way, the networks of the Glass Age have allowed users of technology to become the "userproducers" that Robert Johnson (1998) theorized -not only consuming strategic, institutional technical communication, but creating their own tactical technical communication. These user-producers often trust and value the work of other amateur technical communicators over the work produced by a professional tech writer hired by a corporation. Professional technical communicators are experts at representing the Golden Age 17 corporation's perspective on how a product should work. A fellow user is more free to tell other users how a product does work. Moreover, a fellow user has fewer impediments to breaking the black box of a product. While a corporation typically resists modifications to its products, a user-producer is free to advise her colleagues how she disassembled, modded, jail-broke, adapted, rearranged, and in essence remade the product to her own ends. This kind of bricolage is central to the culture of sharing tactical technological action through tactical technical communication.
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Markers of the Golden Age
The performance of tactical technical communication that characterizes the Golden Age differs from the strategic technical communication of organizations, corporations, and agencies in at least four essential ways.
Invisible / Visible
Golden-Age tactical technical communication is a voluntary contribution to public discourse. It typically puts itself out there and hopes to be heard -perhaps even to entertain, as well as instruct.
Strategic technical communication, however, is designed not to intrude; as Longo (2000) points out, it is essentially invisible. In fact, strategic technical communication is typically visible only in the context of failure. On a heroic level, we have well-known disasters such as the space shuttle Challenger.
On a mundane level, we have the multitude of badly-written manuals people inevitably bring up to us.
Even under the best circumstances, strategic technical communication assumes that users will turn to it 4 I do not intend to delineate strategic and tactical positions naively as bad corporations and good, rebellious users. Every individual can inhabit strategic and tactical positions simultaneously, depending on the context. A janitor at a corporation may be the chair of the Board of Elders at church. A successful business owner might simultanously be an initiate in a women's social organization. Even the President of the United States is a public servant. Moreover, tactical technical communication can be as ethically suspect as strategic technical communication; right now, someone is likely out there engaging in bricolage to write a terrorist manual.
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typically when they have already failed in some way -failed to make the machine operate as advertised, failed to find clues in the interface to lead them where they wish to go. 
User centered/User created
Both tactical and strategic technical communication can be user-centered, but in different senses of the term. Although corporations have made great strides in user-centered design, they ultimately do so to sell products, to avoid liability, and to foster customer loyalty. Even when the corporation has benign motivations, the corporation is at the center, and the user is a subject to be guided into compliance with appropriate uses of the corporation's product.
Tactical technical communication, however, is more than user-centered -it's user-created. It is filtered through experience, not marketing strategies, committees, or even usability testing. It is not determined by paternalistic decisions about the user's safety or appropriate actions. It is a relatively direct
